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INTRODUCTION. 
. . . . . . , , 
THE relations between the temperatures, pressures, and 
volunies of gases and liquids have been the subject of 
iiunierous experimental and mathematical investigations since 
the publication of the classical experimental researches of 
Andrews, and the great mathematical investigation of van der 
Waals 011 the continuity of the gaseous and liquid states of 
matter. Among the substances which have been most 
thoroughly studied are the elementary gases-oxygen, ni- 
trogen, hydrogen; a few compounds which are gaseous under 
ordinary conditions, such as carbon dioxide and ethj-lene ; 
and a few liquids, especially ether, the lower alcohols, and 
water. 
The experiments on oxygen, hydrogen, and nitrogen have 
necessarily been chiefly carried out at temperatures far above 
their critical points, whilst with ethylene and carbon dioxide 
Ihe range of temperature below the critical temperature at 
which observatioiis have been made is small. It is also, as a 
rule, more difficult to fill a tube with a gas in a perfectly 
pure state than with a liquid. 
Of the liquids examined, the alcohols and water behave 
abnormally in many respects, owiiig probably to  the existence 
of complex inolecules in the liquid state ; and though the 
results obtained are of great interest, it is obrious that a 
thorough investigation of what may be termed normal sub- 
stances should be carried out before the hehaviour of snch 
abnorinal compounds can be properly understood. 
None of the substances yet examined hare given better 
results than ethyl ether. It can be obtained without great 
difficulty in U state of purity ; it is possible to obtain results 
through a considerable range of temperature Loth abol-e and 
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below its critical lemperature, and its critical presslire is 
moderately low. 
Experiments on ether over a wide range of w h i n e  aiid 
temperature have been made by Rnmsay and Young (Phil. 
Trans. 1887, A, p. 57), and also by Bnttelli (Hem. della R. 
ne. di Torino, [2] xl. 1889), and up to extremely high pres- 
sures-though with a small range of volume-by Aimgat 
(AnnaEes Chim. Pliys., series 6, vol. xxix.), and by Barus 
(Phil. Mag. 1890, 1701. xxx. p. 358). 
The result of these investigations is to show that although 
the formula of van der Waals, p +  -ii (w--b)=RT, gives the 
general form of the isothermal curves very satisfactorily aiid, 
indeed, agrees well with the experimental results at large 
volumes, yet it caniiot be regarded as sufficiently accurate at 
volumes near and below the critical voInme. 
and (v-b) are both 
constants, the formula of ~ m n  der Waals may be reduced to 
the form y=bT--, where U and b are constants depending 
on the nature of the substance and on the volume*. 
This relation was found to hold good by Amag-at (Comptes 
Rendus (1882), xciv. p. 847) in the case of carbon dioxide 
and ethylene in the gpseous state and approximately in the 
liquid state, aiid by Ranisay and Young (Phil. Mag. May 
1887, p. 435) in the case of ether in both the gaseous and 
liquid states. 
Barus (loc. cit.) has shown that the law holds good for ether 
:ind some other substances in the liquid state up to R pressure 
of 1000 atin., but ihat there are deviations at higher pressures. 
Up to 1000 atrn. he estimates the error as not greater than 2 
or  3 degrees. 
Further in\iestigations by Ramsay and Youno. (Phil. Mag. 
August 1887, p. 195) have shown that the law IS applicable, 
approximately a t  any rate, to methyl and ethyl and (Phil. 
Trans. 18811, A, p. 137) propyl alcohol, but that there are 
* The sJ”lu b and n in  the equation p=bT-a have, of course, not 
the same meaning as in van der Waals’s equation, but as they have been 
used in previous papers by Rainsay and myself I hare thought i t  best to 
adhere to them. 
( 3 
a At constant voluine, however, siiice 
V 
9 
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considerable deviations in the case of water (Phil. Trans. 
1892, A, p. 107). 
Further experiments-up to very high pressures, though 
with a small range of volume-have been carried out by 
Amagat (Ann. Chim. Phys. loc. cit.), and his conclusions 
will be referred to later. 
The number of substances that can be conveniently inves- 
tigated through a sufficiently wide range of temperature both 
above and below the critical temperature and through a wide 
range of volume (in both the gaseous and liquid states) is 
very limited ; it therefore seemed desirable to take advantage 
of the opportunity, afforded by the possession of a quantity of 
pure isopentane, to make as complete an investigation as 
possible of the relations between the temperature, pressure, 
and voluine of this substance. I t  would be difficult to find a 
inore suitable liquid ; i t  is extremely stable and is readily 
freed from moisture by distillation oyer phosphorns pentoxide ; 
its boiling-point is 2 7 O . 9 5  ; its critical temperature is 1 8 i O . 8 ,  
and its critical pressure 25020 millim. 
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS. 
P?*eparation of Pure Isopentane. 
A quantity of “pentane” was procured from C. A. F. 
Kahlbaum of‘ Berlin, who has kindly informed me that the 
substance is obtained as a bye-product in the preparation of‘ 
amylene from amyl alcohol, the admixed amylene being 
separated by means of bromine. The isopentane was shaken 
with concentrated sulphuric acid and afterwards repeatedly 
with a mixture of concentrated sulphuric and nitric acids. 
The action in each case was at  first somewhat violent, lout it 
nioderated after several additions of the acids had been made. 
After standing all night over sulphuric and nitric acids the 
isopentane was again repeatedly shaken with sulphuric acid- 
which was at first coloured a deep orange; i t  was then treated 
with a strong solution of potassium hydrate, washed with 
water, dried with solid potassiuni hydrate, and distilled*. 
* It is possible that the substance might have been satisfactorily 
The loss by evaporation would purified by treatment with bromine. 
probably have been smaller and the process less troublesome. 
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The greater portion came over below 32', but the temperature 
finally rose to  56' .  
The isopentane, which in addition to the higher-boiling 
impurity contaiiied a small quantity of a very volatile sub- 
stance, was then fractionated tell times, and was finally 
collected in two frnctioiis both of which boiled quite con- 
stantly a t  27O.45 under a pressure of 748.5 millim. 
P r o q f s  of Purity of the Isopentane. 
It seemed at first rather doubtful-from its method of 
formation and from its behaviour with sulphuric and nitric 
acids-whether the isopentaiie could be obtained in a pure 
state ; but the impurities were removed without much d i e -  
culty by fractional distillation, and the following evidence 
leaves no doubt that the substance was satisfactorily purified :- 
1. The two fractions boiled at  precisely the same tempera- 
ture and both quite constantly. 
2. The specific gravities of the two fractions a t  O0 were 
practically identical (0863925 and 0.63922). 
3. The critical teniperatures and pressures of the t w o  
frsctioiis were in very close agreement (see p. 609). 
4. The vapour-pressures of both fractions were determined 
at a great number of dif-ferent temperatures and agreed very 
well together. 
5. The vapour-pressure was found to be entirely indepen- 
dent of the relative volumes of liquid and vapour. The 
experimental results at two  temperatures, 90' ancl 140°, have 
already been published in a paper read before the Pliysical 
Society (Phil. Mag. Dec. 1894, p. 569 ; ante, p. 271) .  The 
object of the paper was to show that the vapour-pressare of' 
a pure substance a t  any teinperature is independent of tlie 
relative voluiiie of liquid and vapour ; but since it is well known 
that the vapour-pressure of an impure liquid docs depend 
on the volume *, the invariability of tlie vapour-pressure in tlie 
* It is true that  in a limited number of special cases R particular 
mixture of two substances at a given temperature exerts a lower vapour- 
pressure than any other mixture ( e .  9. foriiiic acid nnd water), or a 
higher vapour-pressure (e .  y. propyl rtlcoliol niid water), and that the 
vapour-pressure of such a mixture a t  that  temperature is independent of 
the reletire volumes of liquid and vapour; also that Y U C ~  a mixture 
VOL. YIII.  2 s  
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case of my speciiiien of isopeiitnne inay perhaps be adduced 
as evidence in favour both of the purity of this particular 
substance and of tha hchnviour of pure snbstances in general. 
In any case the other proofs of purity appear io be sufficient. 
ti. In the course of the deterininntions of the volume of a 
gram of vapour with a modified Hofin;inii',c vapour-density 
apparatus the vapour-prcssure was measured a t  a few tempe- 
ratures, and a comparison of these pressures with those read 
from the curves constructed from the data oltained by the 
dynamical method sliom~s that the agreement is satisfactory. 
Vapour-Pressure. 
1 Temperature. ' Statical. ~ Dynriinical. 
I 
I 10 85 405.G 403.95 
1 
~ 
Ap. j A?'. 
- 1.05 -t 0.05 
-4.0 I +o.f! 
7. The agroemeiit of the boiling-point, specific gravity, 
vapour-pressures a t  high teinperatnres, and critical constants 
with those of a specimen of isopeiitaiie prepared by G. L. 
Thomas and myself from amyl iodide. 
Boilii~~-Poin,t. 
The isopentane was always distilled over phosphorns pent- 
oxide immediately before being used for any determination, 
and there are thus a considerable number of observations of 
the boiling-point. They are given in the table below, together 
with the boiling-points corrected to 7GO inillirn. pressure. 
would boil at a constant temperatiire and distil uricliaiiged in composition 
under that  pressure ; but i t  has been found in such cases tliat the coni- 
position of the mixture which has a innximum or minimum vapour- 
pressure (and a constant boiling-point) differs to some extent at d i f h e n t  
temperatures (and pressures). In  such a case, therefore, i t  might be 
found at n certain tempern tiire that  the vapour-pressure of the mixture 
was independent of the relative volumes of liquid and vapour, but i t  is 
in the highest degree improbable that a similar result would be obtained 
\yith the same mixture a t  a widely different temperatrire. 
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The value of l l l 2 / d t  at the boiling-point = 26.2 millim. The 
boiling-point, calculated from the constants for Biot's formula, 
is 27O.95. 
1-- 
~ 1 2 . 4 C l I O X  A. i1 FRACTIOX B. 










2793 ~ 27.85 
27*45 27.9 
27.6 1 27-95 
27.7 1 27.05 
87.95 * I 28.0 
28.0 "7.95 
28.13 I 277.95 
27.55 * ; 27.93 
27.9 * I 27.95 
Mean ...... 27.95 
- I,-- -i. 
_-- 
I 
- 1  
- 
! 27-45 27-55 27.6 , 











1 Meaii ...... 27.95 1 
* The teinperatures marked with an asterisk were deteriiiiiied with B 
Geissler's normal thermometer. 
Bo2 1 hzg- P o  i i  It s by ot Ir e?. Obser iv TS.  
R.P. 
reduced to S a m  e. Reference. Pressure. 13.1'. 7Cj0 Inillilll. 
1. Schmidt . , . . , . . . Amrde)z ,  cclsvi. p. 282. 
2. Pamlewslii . , . . . 
3. Schiff . , . . . , . , . . A n ~ m l e ) ~ ,  ccxx. p. 87. 
4. Perkiii . . . . , . . . . . Trans. Chem. Soc. slr. p. 4.1.;. 
6. Thorpe aud Rodger Phil. Trans. clssxv. A, p. 453. 
6. Schorlemmer . . . . Proc. 1103'. Soc. xvi.  
7 .  Goldstein , . . . . . , , J. Rim. Uhem. Soc. 1882,p. 45. 
8. Beilstein and 
Kurbatow (' ' *  
9. Kurtz  . , , . . . . . . , Annalen, cxsviii. p. 22!L 1 . , . a ~ i . e s b .  xvi. p. 527. 10. PeIouse and Oahours 
11. Lachowitz , . . . . , Annutbrz, ccxs. p. 168. 
12. Frankland . . . , , Trans. Cheiu.Soc.iii.pp.R1& 481. 
13. Jus t  , . . . . . , . . , , Aizncrleiz, ccxs. p. I f K  
14 Landolt and Jahn . Z d .  Yhys. Chetn. x. p. 290. 
15. X I t s c ~  . . . , . . . . X ~ E .  xi. p. 590. 
Uer. xvi. p. 2633. 
Bel., xiT, p. 1G20. . .  
. .  




0 0  C O  
31--3;: 31-33 
. .  31 
. I  ;;0.&31.j 
. .  29-33 
* .  30.4 
. ,  30 
. .  30.5 
. ,  30 
. . 28-30 
. I  30 
. .  29-20 
::U 31 
. .  80 
. ,  "8 
. .  23 
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Irish samples of amyl alcohol, and that they boiled within OO.06 and OO.02 
respectively, The observed boiling-points were :- 
From Irish amyl alcohol. , . . 38O.04, 




Obtained from Tromrnsdorff (from American petroleum) dried with pho6- 
Schmidt states that the saiuple phorus pentoxide and fractionated. 
contained a considerable quantity of normal pentane. 
Source not stated. 
Separated from commercial amylene by treatment with sulphuric acid 
Residue treated with concentrated 
Distilled and 
diluted with its own weight of water. 
sulphuric acid until the acid was no longer coloured. 
heated to 130° with sodium. 
4-6. Specimens prepared by Schorlemmer from petroleum. 
8. From Caucasian petroleum. 
9. From crude amylene by action of bromine. 
10. From American petroleum. 
11. From petroleum from Balicia. 
12. By action of zinc and water on amyl iodide. 
13. By action of zinc and hydrochloric acid on amyl iodide. 
14, 15. Separated from amylene by means of bromine. The substance is 
As these observations of the boiling-point of isopentane, 
with the exception of those of Lnndolt and Jahn, Mtschul, 
and Rodger, are considerably higher than mine, a specimen 
of isopentane was prepared by Thomas and myself from amyl 
iodide ; the method of preparation and the observations of the 
boiling-point, specific gravity, and critical temperature and 
pressure are given in a separate paper. These observations 
agreed perfectly with those described in this paper. The 
boiling-point was 27O.95 at 760 millitn. 
called ‘‘ pentane.” 
Spec;fic Gravity. 
The specific gravity of each fraction was determined at  two 
different tempera.t,ures by Sprengel’s method as modified by 
Perkin. The weighings were reduced to a vacuum. 
Temperature. Fraction A. Fraction B. 
O0 0.63925 0,63922 
14O.4 0.625 14 
13O-4 5 . . .  0,62614 
The specific gravity a t  0’ of the sample prepared by 
Thomas and myself was ,63935. 
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Speczyc Gravities by otheg- Observers. 
Name. Sp. gr. at to. sp. gr. at 00. 
Schiff . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  0.6282 a t  15.7 0.6416 
,¶ . . . . . . . . . . . .  0.6385 ,, 14.2 0,6526 
Just  ..................... 0.6375 ,, 13/13 0.6500 
Pelouse and Cahours . 0.628 ,, 18 0.6458 
Frankland . . . . . . . . . . . .  0.6413 ,, 11.2 0.6524 
Bartoli and .. , ,.. 
Landolt and Jahn , . .  0,62656 ,, 14'3 
9 ,  9 ,  . . .  0.62074 ,, 20'0 
0.6402 ,, 0 0.6402 Stracciati 
7 9  7 9  . . .  0'62472 9 9  16'2j Mean ... 0.64058j. 
9 9  97 . . .  0.62278 ,, 18'2 
Perkin. .  ................ 0.62479 ,, 15/15 0.63893 ,, 0.61590 ,, 25/25 0.63888 
The specific gravities at Oo were calculated froin the obser- 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
vations at  higher temperatures by means of the formula 
Dt=0*63923- 0.03958 t -0*0513 t2. 
This formula agrees very well with my experimental results 
My observations agree very well with Perkin's, although 
the specimen examined by him boiled between 29' and 32O. 
It was prepared by Schorlemmer, ancl, no doubt, contained 
some normal pentane, the specific gravity of which differs but 
slightly from that of isopentane. 
up to GO0. 
Critical Constants. 
Fraction A. Fract,ion B. 
r---h--- > --A- \ 
Tern- Pres- Tem- Yres- 
perature. sure. perature. mre. 
millim. millim. 
With Aniline vapour as jacket ,., (1) 187.75 2,5020 1870.75 25000 
,, Quinoline ,, (1) 187.85 25030 187.85 25020 
(2) 187.8 25020 
(2) 187.9 25020 
. . . . .  
* Beibliitter, ix. p. 697. 
t Landolt and Jahn calculate the specific gravity at 0' as 0.64116. 




The mean values are :- 
Critical temperature . . , 187O.8 
Critical pressure . . . .  25015 millim. 
The sample prepared by Thomas and myself gave the 
following results :- 
Critical temperature . . .  187O.8. 
Critical pressure . . . .  25030 millim. 
The critical volume of a gram, calculated by the method of 
Cailletet and Mathias from the mean densities of liquid and 





Critical Constants by otheia Observers. 
Temperature. Pressure. 
millim. 
Sc1iinidt , . . 19&0 
Pawlewski . . 194.8 
Altschul . . .  187.1 25300 
It may be pointed out that Schmidt’s sample of isopentane 
contained some normal pentane, which would raise the critical 
temperature, and that Pawlewski’s observations of critical 
temperature are in most cases somewhat higher than mine. 
On the other hand, those of Altschul agree well in the few 
cases that can be compared. They are given in the table 
below :- 
















359.3* 1 ...... 
* Corrected for error in the boiling-point of mercury, 
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Vapour-Pvessures at Low Temnpeyatuws. 
The vapour-pressures at tempera.tures below the boiling- 
point under atmospheric pressure were determined by the 
dynamical method of Ramsay and Young (Trans. Chem. Soc. 
slvii. p. 43). 
For  temperatures below 0' a thermometer by Warmbrunn, 
Quilitz, & Co. of Berlin ws?,s employed ; it had been stan- 
dardized by the Physikalisch-Technische Reichsanstalt. The 
effect of alteration of pressure on the readings of the thw- 
mometer was ascertained and allowed for, and the very sinall 
correction for the heated column of mercury in the stem of 
the thermoineter was also applied. 
The logarithms of the vapour-pressures were mapped ngczinst 
the temperatures, and the values at each ten degrees were read 
from the curve. The observed pressures are given in the table 
helow, and the pressures at  even temperatures in the table on 
p. 613. 










- 29.47 - 29.04 


















Sample A (1). - 
millim. milliin. 
-2g.18 71.85 -12986 143.4 
-23.59 1 83.3 I--12.71 1 14415 
-23.01 84-9 - 9.45 168.4 
-16.13 1 122.1 1 - 6.45 1 193.5 -20.45 98.0 - 6.53 193'05 
Sample A (2) .  
11.65 422.5 20.9 58'7.6 
14.9 473.3 23.35 642.5 
17.95 1 5294 1 25.95 1 705.2 




Sample B (1). 
73-45 -14.24 134.05 
110.95 I - 7.01 i 189.35 88.9 -10.38 1131.38 
Sample B (2) .  
389.7 19.05 550.7 
441.1 607'1 
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Vapour-Pressurea at High Temperatuws. 
The volumes of a gram of liquid and saturated vapour and the 
vapour-pressures at temperatures above the ordinary boiling- 
point were determined with the pressure apparatus employed 
in my previous researches. The tube containing the isopentane 
was heated by the vapour of pure liquids boiling under known 
pressures (Ramsay and Young, Trass. Chem. Soc. xlvii. p. 640; 
Young, ibid. lv. p. 483). The temperatures are those of an 
air-thermometer. The pressures, determined by means of 
air-gauges, are corrected for (1) the difference in height of the 
columns of mercury in the air-gauge and volume-tube ; (2) 
the expansion of the heated column of mercury; (3) the 
pressure of the column of isopentane ; (4) the deviation of 
air from Boyle’s law, as determined by Amagat. 
There were eight series of determinations, and, as a rule, 
four readings of pressure were taken at  each temperature, the 
volume being altered as much as possible. The individual 
readings agreed very well together, and the mean values only 
are given in the following table (p. 613).  
The constants for Biot’s formula 
logp=a + bat + cpt  
a= 11.371605 ; 
b= -8.030139, log b=0*9047231, 
are given below. 
c =  - 10575796, log c-0*1975000 ; 
- 
log a: = 1.99968451, 
log,B= 1.99484097, 
t= to  c. + 30. 
- 
The vapour-pressnres calculated from Biot’s formula are 
also given in the table. 
. .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  I : i i iFt3 ; j i i i i i ; i i ; i i i ; i i i ; ; ; . .  : .  . :cQz. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  I I :  . . *  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  4
* 1 -  
2 4 1  : : : : : : : . c  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  -c  . . . .  . . .  : i ; E  i i  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  L i I j i  ; ; ; ; i i i  x i ; ;  i 
. .  P 
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Volumes of a Gimn of Liquid and Vapoug*. 
In the first three series the inass of substance was deter- 
mined by observing the volumes of liquid at  a series of 
temperatures. These volumes were mapped against the tem- 
peratures and curves drawn through the points. The values 
at Oo, 13O.45, aiid 14'04 were read off and were multiplied by 
the specific gravities at  those temperatures. 
For Series 1V. aiid V. coinparisons were made of the volumes 
of liquid and also of unsaturated vaponr at a large number of 
different temperatures and pressures with those read from the 
curves constructed from the data obtained in the previous 
series. 
The mass of substance in Series VI. was similarly ascer- 
tained by comparison of volumes with those read from the 
isothermals of Series IV. and V. at the same temperatures and 
pressures. So also with the remaining series, the calculated 
mass depended in each case on the data obtained in the pre- 
ceding series. 
A series of determinations of the volumes of unsaturated 
vapour was afterwards made by Thomas and myself in a 
modified Hofmcznn's apparatus, the mass of isopentane being 
determined by direct weighing. The smallest volumes of a 
gram in this series were nearly the same as the largest in 
Series VIII. with the pressure apparatus ; and as the isother- 
mals constructed from the observations with the modified 
Hofmann's apparatus were quite continuous with those of 
Series VIII., the determination of mass in this series-which 
might be charcred with the cumulative errors of each preced- 
ing determination-was shown to  be accurate. 
O&ioba& Volumes of a GYg*ana of Liquid. 
9 
The volumes a t  Oo, 13O.45, and 14'04 were calculated froin 
the specific gravities at  the same temperatures. The observn- 
tions were made under atmospheric pressure, but the correction 
of the volumes to the true vapour-pressures has not been 
made, as the difference would be inappreciable. 
I n  the pressure apparatus the volumes of liquid up to 180' 
were read directly, the vapour being completely condensed 
and the pressure made as nearly as possible equal to the 
vapour-pressure. At and above 140° the liquid is very com- 
pressible, and the 7rolumes were therefore calculated from a 
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series of readings of the volumes of vapour and of the total 
volume of liquid and saturated vapour at each temperature 
by the method described in the Trans. Chem. Soc. Ixiii. 
The volumes of liquid (when all vapour is condensed) and 
of saturated vyiour (when all liquid is evaporated) may 
also be ascertained very siniply by the following graphical 
niethod :- 
Let tho total volume (liquid. and uncondensed vapour) at  
p. 1200. 
any reading=V. 
> f  
Y >  ,, of liquid when a11 condensed=A. 
volume of saturated vapour at the same time=v. 
,, of saturated vapour when all evapo- 
ratio of the specific volume of saturated yapour to 




I J  
that of liquid = R. 
Then the voluin~ of vapour, v =?in, 
and the totill VOIUIUB, 
or V =A+n(R-1). 
V =A-n + nR, 
Call 
V = A +  - R-? nR then R 
=A+cv. 
If' 'cve mal) the total volumes, (VI, V,, &c.) against the 
volumev of saturated vapour (q, v2, &c.) and draw a straight 
line through the points, then when 
v=O, V=A, 
and when M=Q, V=B. 
ing = B - nz. 
Again, let the volumes of saturated vapour U at any read- 
Also call the volume of liquid v' when the total voliinie=V, 
m 
R' so that v'= 
pn 
Then the total rolurne, V=  B-ut+ a 
R- 1 
R =B-m. ' 




= B . . C'V . 
I f  we map the total volumes VI, V. &c., against the volumes 
of liquid q'. ..... &c., then when 
v'=O. V=B. 
and when d=V. V= A . 
The first method is better suited for the volumes of satu- 
rated vapour. the second for the volumes of liquid . 
The orthobaric volumes of a gram of liquid. calculated from 
the experimental data. and also those read from the curves con- 
structed from the observed values are given in the following 
table :- 
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* Prom densities calculated from the formula 
t By the method of Cailletet aud Mathiae . 
Ut=0*63023-O0.O,958 t . G.0, 13 t 2  . 
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Orthobaric Volumes of a Gram of Vapour. 
The volumes of saturated vapour were determined by three 
different methods :- 
I. With the pressure apparatus from a series of four 
readings of the total volunie of liquid and uncondensed vapour 
and of the vapour at each temperature at and above 1 1 0 O .  
This method (Trans. Chem. Soc. Ixiii. p. 1200) gives very 
b good results a t  high temperatures, but is not accurate when 
the ratio of the volume of a gram of saturated vapour to 
that of liquid is large. It has been described and recom- 
mended by Amagat (Compt. Rend. cxiv, p. 1093). 
The graphical method described on p. 614 may be employed 
to ascertain the volume of saturated vapour when -all the 
liquid is evaporated, and this, divided by the mass of substance 
in the tube, gives the volume of a gram of saturated vapour. 
11. By heating a known quantity of liquid in a graduated 
sealed tube (Young, Trans. Chem. Soc. lix. p. 37;  lxiii. 
The method was originally devised for the purpose of deter- 
mining the specific volumes (both as liquid and as saturated 
vapour) of liquids that attack mercury, but it has been found 
very convenient-in a modified and simpler form-for the 
determination of the volumes of a gram of the saturated 
vapours of ordinary substances whose specific vohmes, as 
liquid, are known. The form of the sealed tube, the method 
of filling it, and the arrangements for heating it, are the same 
as areAdescribed in  the paper referred to (vol. lix. pp. 40 and 
41), but it is, of course, unnecessary to keep the lower part 
of the tube cool, and the water-jacket below is therefore not 
required. 
The tube A is a t  first placed in the position shown in the 
diagram (fig. 1) , with the level of the liquid in the tube below 
the condensed liquid B in the jacket. The liquid in the bulb 
C is then boiled-with the pressure rather lower than that cor- 
responding to the lowest temperature required--and when the 
vapour has reached the condenser * D the sealed tube is slowly 
pushed up through the indiarubber tube E until the whole 
of the liquid in it is well above the surface of the “d 
liquid B. The indiarubber tube should be kept under water 
for a day or two before being used, and shodd. be surrounded 
by water until the sealed tube has been pushed “P into its 
* For liqilids boiling &ove 160’ a condenser is not required. 
p. 1201). 
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final position, otherwise. considerable difficulty may be expe- 
rienced in inoving the sealed tube through it. The little 
glass tube I?, filled with mater and provided with a very short 
indiarubber tube G moving easily over the sealed tube, serves 
to keep the indiarubber tube E moist. The sealed tube is 
easily centred Ly means of a perforated cork H, held in 
position by a claxnp and retort-stand. After the tube is in 
position tho pressure under which the liquid in C is boiling is 
slowly raised until it corresponds to the required temperature, 
and a reading of the height of the liquid is then taken. A 
second reading is then taken after two or three minutes, and 
if the voluine of liquid is smaller readings are taken from 
time to timc until constancy is attained. 
At moderato temperatures the volume of liquid should 
become constant almost immediately, but near the critical 
point thc evaporation of the liquid becomes much slower, and 
this is especidy the case if any appreciable amount of air or 
permanent gas is left in thc tube. The amount of permanent 
gas must be exceedingly small, otherwise the results obtained 
are found to be inaccurate, owing probably to partial conden- 
sation of the vapour on the sides of the tube. 
After the reading has become constant the pressure is again 
slowly raised-care being taken not to drive down the vapour 
below the top of the saalcd tubc-until the next temperature 
is reached. 
If the top of the tube is cooled, condensation takes place 
in it, and there is danger of liquid remaining in contact with 
the walls of the tube, and of the apparent volume of liquid 
being therefore too small. 
For the same reason it is advisable to begin treating the 
tube in the manner described, for if the tube were placed in 
its final position at the beginning of the experiment the liquid 
would boil and would collect at the top of the tube. 
111. From the isotherm&; the points of intersection of 
the curves representing the unsaturated vapour with the 
horizontal lines of vapour -pressure give the volumes of' 
saturated vapour. 
The logarithms of the volumes were mapped against the 
temperature, and the smoothed values read from the ~ r v e .  
These are given in the following table together with the 
wlues obtained hy the fhrw methods described aho1.e. 
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Volumes of 1iq:iid up to l . iOo. 
Tolumes of liquid to  critical point; a 
Jew volumes of unsat ui-ated rapour at 
mid above 17Go ; volumes above the 
critical point to  280'. 
Volumes of i~nea t~ i ra ted  vapour from 
140° to critical po in t ;  volumes above 
critical point to 280O. 
Vuluiiirs of'v.apour at and above 90°. 
9 f  5 ,  I ,  50°. 
9 9  9 9 9  30". 
In &rim VI. to VIII. the ~ o l u m e s  were determined at  
temperatures up  to 280'. 
Cowection of .Pwssuws.--Iii addition to the corrections 
for the difference in height of the coluuins of mercury, the 
expansion of' the heated column, and the deviation of a i r  froin 
Boyie's law, there is another which is of importance a t  the 
highest teniperatures, but is somewhat difficult to estimate. 
This is the correction for the yapour-pressure of mercury. 
It has been proved esperiinentally that' the vapour of 
mercury penetrates a column of liquid over it with extreme 
slowiiess, and no  correction lias therefore been applied in the 
measureinelit of the vapour-pressure of isopen t:iiie or even of 
other subataiices with much higher critical temperatures. 
When, however, there is only gas over the inercury the 
vapour of'the metal diffuses slowly through it, the rate of 
diffusion increasing as the pressure of the gas is diminished. 
Even with the smallest quantity of isopentane at its largest 
volume, when the pressure of the gas was little over an ntmo- 
sphere, the maximuin pressure at 280' was not attained until 
after about four hours' heating. It is quite certain that with 
the larger quantities of substance a much longer time would 
be required, and as it was impossible, owing to other work, 
to keep the tube continuously heated for more than four or 
five hours, the only plan was to make an approximate estimate 
of the pressure exerted by the inercnry-rtipour. 
VOL. SIII .  2 'I! 
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I n  t'he determinations of' the volumes of a gram of un- 
saturated vapour the readings were always taken with di- 
minishing volume, and at the higher temperatures the tube 
was heated for several hours with the substance a t  its largest 
volume. Readings were taken at short intervals, and were 
plotted against the time so as to get an idea of the rate of 
increase of the pressure. 
The time-curves at  280" for the last three series are given 
in fig. 2. I t  will be seen that in Series VIII. the rise of 
pressure was at  first very rapid, but that after two hours i t  
bad become very slow, and that the pressure after four hours 
was practically constant. The vapour-pressure of mercury at 
280' is 158 milliin., and the measured rise of pressure was 
85 millirn. The difference is, no doubt, due to the fact that 
the readings could not be begun until after the tube had been 
heated for some little time. 
In Series VII. the rise was at  first not quite so rapid as in 
Series VIII., and it was not until the tube had been heated 
for six hours that approximate constancy was attained. I n  
this case the measured rise of pressure was 110 millini. 
In Series VI. the rate of increase of pressure was much 
slower than in the later series, and the pressure was far from 
constant after five hours ; the last reading was 78 millim. 
higher than the first. 
It appears then that with the two smallest quantities of' 
iaopentane the mercury-vapour, after a sufficient time, exerted 
its full pressure, but that with the larger quantities the maxi- 
muni pressure was not attained ; also that when there is a 
column of liquid over the mercury no appreciable pressure is 
exerted by the vapour of the metal. 
It was assumed that in Series 11. and 111. the vapour- 
pressure of the mercury amonnted to one fourth of its maxi- 
mum value ; in Series IV. and V. tto one half, in Series VI. 
to three quarters, and that in the last two series the full 
vapour-pressure was exerted*. 
The time-curves for Series VII. and VIII .  show that the 
error caused by assuming that the mercury-vapour exerted 
its full pressure cannot amount to more than one or two 
* I n  Series VII. the tube was heated €or six hours et  260" and 280°, 
and for over four hours R t  200" and 220". 
2 T 2  
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niillim. in  Scries TTIII., and to three or f'onr n> i l l i~n .  in Series 
VII. ; and it is w r y  unlikely that in the other series the error 
can amouiit to so much as n fourth of the innxiinurn \7apour- 
pressure of mercury. I n  Series VI., for instance, it is certain 
that the actual pressure exerted by the mercury-val our was 
greater th:iii half and less than ilie whole inasiinuin pressui e.  
At %SO" the vapour-pressure of mercury is 158 ~iiilli~ii., tile 
rise of pressure actiwlly measured 78 ~iii l l i i i i . ,  and the 1)ressure 
assumed to be exerted by the inercury vapour 118 niilliin. 
The error is therefore considerably less tlinn 40 Jnillim. At  
the larged ~01uine the uncorrected pressure was (51 74 iiiilliiii., 
and  tlic extreme error would therefore be under 0.7 1)er cent. 
This i:, by far the worst cuse, for tlie vapour prw;:ure of 
111 e rc II 1-y (1 i in i a i  sh e s rapid 1 y wit 11 fa 11 of ten1 pe IX t U re, w h il s t 
with the larger quantities of isopeiitaiie the total pressure is 
proportio~iately increased. Thus, at 2 0 "  (Series VI.) the 
extreme error, calculated in the same way, woiild be 0.4 
per cent., a t  240' 0.25 per cent., a t  200" 0.08 per cent., ivhilst 
at 280" (Series V.) i t  would Le &t over 0.2 per cent., and at  
280" (Series 111.) less than 0.1 per cent. 
At teinperatui-es above 150" tlicl jacketing tube was pro- 
tected frolu draughts ancl from loss of heat by radiation by an 
outer cylindrical glass tube about 8 or 10 niillini. wider than 
the jacketing tube, the space a t  the top between the two tubes 
being closed by nebestos to prevent the upward current of air 
which would otherwise be formed. It was still possible that 
the tuhe containing the isopentaae lost soine heat by radiation 
and that, its temperature was therefore a little too low. 
I n  order to find whether this was the case the outer glass 
tube was covered with sheet asbestos after the eleventh 
reading at 280" in Series VIII. had been taken. It will be 
seen that the last two readings, with the tube doubly pro- 
tected, fall accnrately on the time-curve constructed from the 
previous reading$. 
Similar experiments had been made with the 1 rger quaiiti- 
ties of isopentane, but in no case v a s  any alteration Iiroduced 
by covering the outer tube with asbestos. It may therefore 
be concluded that up  to %SOo the cylinclricnl glass tube affords 
wfficient protection from radiation. 
The cslwrinir~nfal results arc g i w n  i n  the follou.ing 
'r;iblc,i :-- 
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1 t is impossible to determine the critical voluiiie accurately 
hy direct experiment, but it may be calculated from the 
critical densit,y, which inay be ascertained with great accuracy 
by the method of Cailletet and Mathias (Comnpt. 12end. cii. 
p. 1202: civ. p. L563 ; Mathias, ibid. csv. 1). 35). 
In the following table the densities (iiiass of 1 cub. ceiitiin.) 
of liquid and saturated vapour a n d  the tiiean densities are 
given at a series of temperatures, together with the mean 
densities calculated from the forinula 
D=0.3197-0°.000454 t .  




The close ngreeineiit between the calculated m c i  observed 
inem densities over such a wide range of temperature in  this, 
A S  in  so many other cases, ,justifies the very sinall extra- 
polation to the critical temperature. The iiieaii density at  
this temperoture, 187O.8, calculated from the formula, is 
0.2344, a i d  this is the critical density, for,  a t  the critical 
temperature, the difference be tween the liquid and saturated 
vapour ceases to exist. The critical voluine of ;I gram, calcu- 




Mean Densities of Liquid and ht i i ra ted Vapour. 
Temperature. ! 
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Critical Volume of a gram ......... 
Critical Molecular Volume ......... 
4.266 cub. cm. 
306.5 cub. cm. 
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THEORETICAL ONCLUSIONS. 
Relation of P?*essure to Temperature at Constant Volume. 
Isochors. 
For  the larger volumes of a gram the pressures corre- 
sponding to definite volumes were read from the isothermnls 
constructed from the da,ta already given. This method was, 
however, not practicable in the case of the stnnller volumes. 
Isobars were therefore first constructed, and the temperatures 
at definite volumes were then read from the isobars. The 
data from which the isobars were constructed are given in 
the table below, p. 638. 
In the tables which follow (pp. 639-643) the data for two 
set’s of isochors are given, those at smaller volumes from the 
isobars and those at larger volumes from the isotherms. The 
pressures read froin the isothermals construc.ted from the data 
obtained by Thomas and myself by the modified Hofmanii’s 
vapour-density inetshod are included in t,he second set. 
VOI’. SITT. 
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ors, read from Isothermals. - 
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Isochors, read from Tsotherrnals. 



















































































































































































































Isochors, read from Isothermals, 
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The values of dP - ( b  in the equation p = bT -a) h3ve been 
d t  
calculated from the data given in the preceding tables, and 
as they are not quite constant at al l  volumes it Beems neces- 
sary to give them in detail so as to indicate the nature of the 
variations, This, however, has not been done for volumes 
dp were below 2.4 cub, centim., for which the values of 
obtained from the isobars, because the deviations are within 
the limits of experimenfal error. 
dt 
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dP Values of - ( = b )  from Isochors. dt 
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Values of dP -( = b )  from Isochors. 
dt 
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It  will be seen from the preceding tables that the 
At  
volumes lower than 4.6 cub. ceiitim. (the critical volume 
of a gram =4.266 cub. centJjm.) the values of b increase with 
rise of temperature, whilst a t  greater Trolumes (up to about 
400 cub. centim.) they diminish. A t  still larger volunies they 
appear to be constant, at any rate the deviations are within 
the limits of experimental error. 
These deviatioiis of Z, from constancy appear to be far too 
regular to  be attributed to experimental error, and the results 
seein to  confirm the conclusion arrived at  by Ainngnt in the 
case of the substances examined by him, that the values of Z, 
are not absolutely constant. 
values of dP -(=/I) are iiearly but not quite constant. d t  
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It is noteworthy that with isopentane the isochor for n 
volume very slightly higher than t,he critical volume is 
straight, whilst those on either side are slightly curved in 
opposite directions. 
It is also noticeable that the variations in the values of b 
diniinish as the temperature rises, and, indeed, that at volumes 
higher than 30 cub. centim. they practically disappear a t  the 
higher temperatures. 
This also agrees with Amagat’s conclusions from his 
observntioiis with carbon d i o d e ,  ethylene, and other gases 
(“ Mkiiioires sur 1’6lnsticit6 et la dilatabilit4 des Fluides jusqu’ 
nux ti& haute; Pressions,” Ann. Chim. €‘J~ys. 6th Series, 
vol. n i x .  p. G7) :-“ 11 parait r@sulter de l’ensemble de ces 
rdsultats que les variations du coefficient de pressioii avec la 
tempQrttture, tozLjows t& petites,  s’niiiiuleiit aux tempdratures 
snffisamment dlev6es et probxblement i toutes les temp&ratnres, 
sous des pressions sufisaates ; c’est bien ce que paraiseeiit 
iriontrer les r6sultats relatifs i ceux des ~ R Z  qui, daas les 
liinites de teinpdrature de ce travail, soiit dkjji beaucoup nu- 
cl~ssus de leur teinp6rnture critique.” 
The teniperatures and pressures at the ~~olu ines  given in 
the tables were mapped, aiid straight linos drawn to  pass as 
well as possible through the points. Proin these straight 
lines the values of b were obtained, aud they tire given in the 
following table (pp. 650, 651). As the values of b teiid to 
become constant at high temperatures, they have also been 
calculated fo r  volumes from 2.4 to 400 cub. centiin. froin tht. 
observatioiis at the three highest temperatures, and these are  
also given. 
A t  lower roluines than 2.4 cub. centim. the isochors were 
obtained indirectlv from the isobars, and at higher volumes 
than 400 cub. centim. the variations are within the liiiiits of 
experimental error. 
The values of b cannot well be mapped. against the volume, 
but I have adopted the suggestion of Rose-Innes and plotted 
against v - ’ / ~  (fig. 3, p. 652). 10000 the values of ~ bV 
becomes very 10000 A t  the largest volumes the value of -
bV 
nearly constant and agrees closely with that (11.6) calculaLted 
from the molecular weight of isopentnne. 
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A curve drawn throngh the points obtained from the drawn 
isochors shows a decided hump in the neighbourhood of the 
critical volurne, and, in this respect, resembles that constructed 
from the data obtained by Rarnsay and myself with ether. 
With the values of - calculated from the observations a t  
the highest temperatures the hump becomes far less marked 
but does not disappear; with the values derived from the 
observations a t  the lowest temperatures i t  would be greatly 
exaggerated. 
It is possible that at  still higher temperatures the curve 
might become quite smooth, but uiifortunately above 280' 
10000 
bv 
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THEItMhl, PIIOI’J?l1TIRS OF ISOI’RNTANE. 653 
2 s  
VOT.. s m .  
r 
654 PROF. SYDNEY YOUNG ON THE 
the vapour-pressure of mercury becomes too great to allow 
of accurate observations being made. 
The values of a in the equdtioii p =  ~ T - Q  were ascertained 
from the drawn isoch'ors, and are giveii in the table below ; 
also the values of a calcu1:tted from t8hose of b derived from 
the observations at  the three highest temperatures. I n  the 
latter case, whilst the slope of the isochor depends only on 
the results obtained at the hiohoat temperatures, the whole of 
the observations were tuken into account in determining its 
position, and therefore the value of a. 
I n  mapping the values of a it WAS found best, as suggested 
against c-3. The curve is given 1O1O bv Rose-'Innes, to plot - a v2 
in fig. 4 (p. G53), and t8he data in the following table. 
It will be seen that a maximum is reached a t  about volume 
3.2, and in tfhis respect also the isopentane results show a 
strong resemblance to those with ether, the mxxilnuiii for 
that substance being at about the same volume. 
9 
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656 PROF, SYDNEY YOUNG ON THE 
Comparison of Isopentune with otlbei* Substnnces at 
" Corresponding '' Pressures. 
The absolute temperatures (boiling-points) and molecular 
volumes of liquid and saturated vapour were read froin the 
curves at pressures '' correspondiiig " to those ndopted in  
previous papers on this subject (Phil. Mag. Feb. 1892, p. 153; 
Trans. Chem. Soc. lxiii. p. 1191 ; Phil. Mag. Jan. 1894, p. l j  ; 







































































































The ratios of the absolute temperatures and of the voliiines 
to the critical constants show that isopentaiie belongs to the 
same group :is benzene and its halowen derivatives, ether, 
carbon tetrachloride, and stannic chloride. The actual values 
approach most closely to those of benzene, and for the sake of 
coinparison both are given in  the following table (p. 657). 
The ratios of the actual to the theoretical densities of' the 
saturated vapour for isopentane and benzene are also given. 
At the critical point the ratio is 3.73, agreeing very closely 
with those for the other substances in group I. (3.65 to 3.83) 
and'also with the ratio for carbon dioxide (3.62) deduced 
from Amagat's observations. 
From these r8sults it may be concluded that the molecules 
of liquid isopentane are simple, like those of the g a s .  
P 
Ermta (p. 650). 
T7o1uiiic 3.8 for 5.507 read 5.623 
Values of -- at ,, 8.5 ,, 7.193 ,, 7.160 
8,241 bV 'Ooo0 { ,, 11 ,, 8.258 ,, 
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